
Are you planning a new kitchen?
Please answer these questions:
What is the type and size of your kitchen?  
Where do you have windows, doors, water connection, electrical sockets, gas connection?  
See example on the other page of this questionnaire.

1. Which cabinet set have you chosen?  
(Name and color of the door design, base cabinet color) 

Example: RINGHULT, high-gloss white, white cabinets

2. Which knobs or handles have you chosen?  
(Name, measurements and color)

Example: TYDA 138 mm, stainless steel

3. Which worktop have you chosen? 
(Name and color)

Example: KARLBY, oak

4. What will your kitchen stand on?  
Plastic legs with plinth or metal visible ones? 

Example: plinth white/METOD legs 8 cm

5. Which type of sink have you chosen?  
(Name and measurements) 

Example: VATTUDALEN, drainboard, 69×47 cm

6. Which tap have you chosen?  
(Name and color) 

Example: ÄLMAREN pull out spout, stainless steel

7. Which integrated lighting system have you chosen? 
(Name and color)

Example: MITTLED, white

8. Which wall accessories have you chosen? (Name and color)

Example: KUNGSFORS, stainless steel

9. Which appliances have you chosen?

• oven Example: ANRÄTTA, stainless steel

• hob (induction, gas) Example: SMAKLIG, induction hob

• hood (built-in, wall mounted, ceiling) Example: UNDERVERK, built-in extractor hood

• microwave oven Example: MATÄLSKARE, stainless steel

• combined microwave oven Example: ÄNRATTA, stainless steel

• dishwasher (width) Example: RENODLAD, integrated dishwasher

• washing machine Example: TVÄTTAD, integrated washing machine

• fridge/freezer (built-in, self standing) Example: TINAD, integrated fridge/freezer

• any current appliances which you would like to keep
description

 

Your notes or questions:

All appliances have guarantee 
5 years,  
except for LAGAN and 
TILLREDA series, for which we 
offer 2 years guarantee.

We offer 25 years guarantee 
for METOD kitchen.

We offer 10 years guarantee 
for our kitchen taps  
and ENHET kitchen.

Your kitchen is on stock, you 
can take it home already 
today.

Are you planning a new kitchen?
For successful planning of your kitchen you need to accurately measure 
the room and installations (in mm or cm). 

If you are not the handy type, don´t worry, you can also order it as a paid service.

 

1. length of wall/space for kitchen
2. location of electric inlets, switches and sockets  

(height from floor, distance from corners, doors etc.)
3. location of electric inlets, switches and sockets  

(height from floor, distance from corners, doors etc.)
4. location of water inlet and drainpipes
5. location of gas plumbing and valve 
6. location of windows and doors (width, height, height of the window sill)
7. location of heating/radiator (width, depth, from where the pipes lead)

If there are any other installations in the space, where you want to place your kitchen,  
such as water pipes, heating pipes etc., it is also necessary to know their location  
(height from the floor, distance from wall …).


